Regional Specialty, Louisville, Kentucky held May 24, 2016.
Judge: Mrs. Suzanne Morrell

**Best of Breed**

GCHP InVolo Wanna Be Startin’ Somethin’.

**Best of Winners**

GCH Josandre’ Radiant Redhead.

**Best of Opposite Sex**

GCH Josandre’ Radiant Redhead.

**Select Dog**

GCHS Josandre’ PH Bronze Bobby.

**Select Bitch**

GCHG Prana Fenice Merry Mystique.

**Awards of Merit**

Not Listed.
**Winners Dog**

*Castel’s Montague.*

**Reserve Winners Dog**

*Andali Animato Mont Blanc.*

**Winners Bitch**

*Passionpaps Action Adventure.*

**Reserve Winners Bitch**

*Draco’s Fire & Ice at Coral Bay.*

**Best Puppy**

Not Listed.

**Best Bred-By Exhibitor**

Not Listed.

**Best Veteran**

Not Listed.

**Best Junior Handler**

Grace Stewart.